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© 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Agility, iterative architecture (not linear like other systems)Centered on a powerful knowledge management system (digital workflows and paper) that makes you organizeFocused on The End Game -- What kind of learning delivery will you create at the end of each cycle? Scale -- I use this system to organize
1,312 different learning projects This system shows the cycle/iterative nature of my learning system. As you can see, the 8 feet that connect to the Production stage indicate that there are many types of Shipping that you can create from a learning project. You need to know what type of shipping you want to do when you start your learning project so you can
form an early stage towards your final goal. Sign up for my free guide to find out how the whole system works. Suitably watched on a computer. The presentation above gives a complete walk of all my courses. The spreadsheet below is a complete listing of all my courses. You can make copies of both files for your own use here. Page 2 Start your research
on Accelerated Learning for Solid Book Entrepreneurs on the principles of learning to ne efficiently as an entrepreneur. I read this book allmorning, there are some good ideas to read Page 2
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